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Introduction

• Balanced approach: easing compliance and improving enforcement
• Complimentary tax policy and administration reforms
• Customs modernization can support and reinforce DRM reforms
• Tips for development partners
A balanced approach

- Outreach and getting taxpayers into the tax net can yield important gains.
- Reorganizing the tax administration, taxpayer segmentation and services, risk management, IT, enforcement.
- In all five cases IT systems were built or revamped, taxpayer e-services were introduced or enhanced, and in cases some innovative methods deployed.
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Complementary tax policy and administration reforms

• BiH, Nepal and Rwanda introduced VAT, Afghanistan is planning VAT.

• BiH and Rwanda, strengthened income and profit taxes, reducing exemptions and incentives and some lowered rates, while preserving or increasing revenue.
  
  • Philippines is counterexample

• Simply raising tax rates does not necessarily result in much revenue increase: Compare Rwanda and Nepal.
Customs modernization can support and reinforce DRM reforms

**Results** - increased collection of VAT and excises on imported goods, improved control over exports that generate VAT refund requests, as well as enhanced information sharing and collaboration between customs and domestic tax authorities.

- Customs modernization integral to DRM strengthening.
- Trade facilitation can support DRM.
- Customs strengthening was initial focus for in conflict-prone BiH and Afghanistan.
- BiH, Nepal, Rwanda have all more than replaced lost import duties with domestic tax revenues.
Tips for development partners

• DRM assistance delivers value for money.

• DRM reform is a long-term affair.

• DRM requires high-level political support. Donors can play a supportive or catalytic role in this support.

• Partners must create better indicators systems and monitoring, evaluating and reporting.
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